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If you're looking for a laptop backpack that's more streamlined and less bulky than most
on the market, the Osprey Flap Jill Pack ($89 list) may work for you. The bag's design-complete with bird of prey logo, spray of flowers, and brightly colored, changeable
webbing--is snazzy, too, though it'll probably appeal more to students and creative
types than to business people.
I carried this very comfortable bag around for several weeks. My favorite thing: The
straps in back don't slip off my shoulders! This is a problem I've experienced with many
other backpacks--and it's very annoying--but the slim Jill Pack stayed up for me.
(Osprey also makes the Flap Jack Pack, sized larger and designed differently for guys.)
The fact that it's so slim means you won't be able to pack as much into it as you can
with other bags, but it's just fine for a day pack, especially if you're commuting on
crowded trains. You'll be able to slip laptops up to 15 inches into the inner padded
sleeve.
The bag is well made, too, constructed of tough nylon in either Cornflower (blue), Khaki,
or Black (above; the "black" is lighter than the image on Osprey's Web site). Another
plus, for me: The strap lengths can be adjusted on the go. The bag has a zippered side
pocket for water bottles and numerous front compartments (beneath the flap) for
gadgets, pens, and so on. Altogether, this is a great deal for a hardy, comfy, and
attractive laptop backpack.
You can swap the green webbing at bottom for pink or brown, if you are big on
coordinating or just like to change things up. At top is a drawstring closure to further
protect your belongings; the lining fabric is water resistant. The back of the Flap Jill is
padded and vented for comfort and coolness.

